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SUMMARY

A simplified determination of Malkara trajectory 
in which motion of the missile in the vertical plane 
is considered to be essentially dependent only on the 
missile pitch control demand signal, may, in cases 
where a simultaneous yaw manoeuvre is added, lead to 
substantial errors in trajectory slope estimation. 
Moreover, if the missile angle of attack is not con
sidered in the programme fed to the pitch control 
system,an additional error will arise. In this article 
a more precise analysis is used to calculate some of 
these errors for an extreme case. General expressions 
in matrix form have been derived throughout for the 
solution of the attitude and flight path of an air
borne body.
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NOTATION

oxIV£y"MzM Orthogonal set of axes fixed within the missile.

OApApAg Set of axes associated with the gyroscope, not necessarily
orthogonal.

oxyz Orthogonal set of axes corresponding to the initial (launch) 
attitude of the oxjyty"MzM axes. These axes are fixed
relative to the earth.

oxwywzW Orthogonal set of axes within the missile which define 
the direction of motion of the missile (relative wind is 
directed along ox^).

oxFyFzF Orthogonal set of axes fixed relative to the earth.
ozp is vertical.

P Rate of rotation of missile about missile roll axis (ox^).

q. Rate of rotation of missile about missile pitch axis (oy^).
r Rate of rotation of missile about missile yaw axis (oz™).

V G Rotation of missile about gyroscope roll gimbal axis (oAp).
eG Rotation of missile about gyroscope pitch gimbal axis (oAp).
* G Rotation of missile about gyroscope rotor spin axis (oAs).
a Angle of attack of the missile.
P Angle of sideslip of missile.

9 Q
0 tp

Angle of inclination of launch vehicle.
Angle of launch of missile.
Angle representing instantaneous inclination of trajectory with
respect to earth.

t T Yaw angle of trajectory with respect to Oxpypz^ axes.
&l> *2’ ^5
6d

Direction cosines of trajectory with respect to ox^y-pZp, axes. 
Instantaneous inclination of the "desired" (see below)
trajectory with respect to the initial launch attitude.

* D Instantaneous yaw angle (measured in the horizontal plane) 
of the "desired" trajectory with respect to the initial launch
attitude.

6 E Trajectory inclination error arising in the "simplified"
(see below) analysis. &g = 0rp - ( 6 ^ + ©„).

e That part of the trajectory inclination error which arises
because the gyroscope rotor spin axis is not vertical.
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NOTATION (cont'd)

Vrp Velocity of the missile (relative to earth).

ft Instantaneous angular velocity of the missile,
t Time elapsed since moment of launch,
s Distance measured along the trajectory.
h Distance measured along the projection of the trajectory on the

horizontal plane.

Vector Notation. A bar above the symbol as in Xjyj defines the unit vector 
along ox^.

A bar below the symbol as in ft defines a vector of 
magnitude ft .

DEFINITION OF TERMS

"Desired" Trajectory, A theoretical flight path which if followed would 
line the missile exactly on the target. The "desired" 
trajectory forms the basis for the control signals fed to the 
missile.

"True" Trajectory, The flight path predicted by the more exact
analysis of this paper if the missile is fed with control 
signals based on the "desired” trajectory.

"Simplified" Analysis, Assumes that the actual trajectory corresponds to 
the "desired" trajectory.
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1, INTRODUCTION

A reasonably precise computation of the Malkara trajectory, when 
the missile is subject to manoeuvres about both pitch and yaw axes simul
taneously, presents a most formidable problem. In fact, to combine the 
missile aerodynamics with the flight programme in anything but a very 
simplified form, would rarely be justified. For this reason a desired 
trajectory, based on known performance characteristics of the Malkara, was 
initially specified. Trajectory slope errors, resulting from the use of 
simplified pitch and yaw programmes based on this desired trajectory, were 
computed by comparison with a more precisely computed trajectory.

2, RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TIME DERIVATIVES OF MISSILE AND GYRO ROTATIONS

2.1 Particulars of Malkara Gyroscope

Define a set of Cartesian axes ox^y^z^ fixed within the missile 
as depicted in Fig. 1 where:

0Xw is the missile roll axis 
oyjyr is the missile pitch axis 
ozjyj is the missile yaw axis.

Now the Malkara is fitted with a single vertical gyroscope 
(i.e. rotor spin axis initially along oz^), the outer gimbal axis of 
which is fixed within the missile and coincides at all times with the 
missile pitch axis. The pitch potentiometer is mounted on the outer 
gimbal axis and the roll potentiometer is mounted on the inner gimbal 
axis. In the caged position (the position in which the rotor is run up 
to speed) the rotor spin axis coincides with the missile yaw axis. At 
this stage it will be useful to introduce a set of gyro axes oApApAg 
where:

oAn is the inner or roll gimbal axis 
oAp is the outer or pitch gimbal axis 
oAg is the rotor spin axis.

It is to be noted that the above set of axes does not, except in the 
caged position, form an orthogonal set, as oAg is not perpendicular to 
oAp. Fig. 2 illustrates how the missile can rotate with respect to the 
gyro.
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2.2 Matrix Relating Unit Vectors Along Missile Axes to Unit Vectors

Along Gyro Axes

In the rotor caged position the gyro axes and the missile axes 
coincide to form an orthogonal set oxyz, say. Define C q and cpQ as the 
rotations of the missile about the pitch and roll gimbal axes as read by 
the respective potentiometers, and further, assume these angles are zero 
for the caged rotor position. To completely define a new missile attitude 
a further angle needs to be specified. It is convenient to define a 
rotation \|tq of the missile about the rotor spin axis of the gyro. Wow 
assume that the missile attitude changes from oxyz to another arbitrary 
attitude oxMyMzM. If the following finite rotations are performed in the 
order given:

(1) Rotation i)tq about z axis to form ox'y'z'
(2) Rotation cpg about x' axis to form ox"y"z"
(3) Rotation fc^ about y" axis to form ox^y^z^

then cpQ and 6 n will correspond to the actual gyro readings. \Jrq of 
course is not read by this gyro . If the order of rotations is changed
then that set of angles will not correspond to the gyro readings. Fig. 3
depicts the various finite rotations defined above, and also the relation 
between the missile and gyro axes.

If the notation x^ is used to define the unit vector along the 
Xj, axis, and likewise for the other axes, then from Fig. 3 it can readily 
be seen that:

^R cos e q 0 sin 6 q __
1

Ap = 0 1 0
z" -sin 6q 0 cos e G ZM

1

to
l<1---- 1 0 0

1----to
l<1__

AP = 0 1 0 Ap
^s 0 sin cp^ cos <p>Q z"
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ar ' 1 0 0 ~ cos 9g 0 sin 0G ~ xm"

Ap = 0 1 0 0 1 0
J

>1
CD

0 sin cp G COS cp Q -sin 6g 0 cos 6>q

---
1

S|N___
1

1

J>
!

S3
1 cos 6g 0 sin eG XM

Ap = 0 1 0 mm

As -cos cpG sin 6'g sin cpG cos cpG COS ZM .. (3)

Matrix equation (3) relates the unit vectors along the missile 
axes to the unit vectors along the gyro axes.

2.3 Time Derivatives of Rotations

For the following analysis it will be assumed that the missile 
is turning with an instantaneous angular velocity (where the bar 
beneath the symbol signifies a vector). Define p, q and r as rates of 
rotation of the missile about the missile axes oxjyp oy^ and oz^ re
spectively. It follows that

AJL = d <PG “ 
dt

R = P xM

■R
d 6gl
ST p

q mm

d
s

r zM

(4)

(5)

Note that since Ap, Ap and ~KS are not all mutually perpendicular 
(except in the caged attitude) then the resolute of in the direction of 
Ap (i.e. " Ap) is not d , the component of fi in the direction of Ap.

dt
Combining equations (4) and (5) and writing in matrix form we

obtain:

d cpG d eQ d *G” X P q r
dt dt dt Ap

_As
- -

XM

%

(6)

Using equation (3) 

dcpG d@G d \|rG
dt dt dt

cos 6 1 0
1

sin 0 G

-cos cpGsin e £ sin cpG cos cp qCos 0 G
p q r]..(7)
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Transposing both sides

p COS 6 n 0 -cos cpG sin @G d cpG"

q = dt
r 0 1 sin cpG d eG

dt
sin e o cos cp G cos 0G d \|zG

dt

..(8)

Now the Malkara is roll stabilized by means of a control system 
which maintains cpG = o. Hence for stabilization assumed perfect

cp q = o and d cp G
dt

Under these conditions equation (8) simplifies to:

o.

P

q.

r

d \|/ q
dt

d e a
dt
dj^
dt

sin 6q

cos

••(9)

..(10)

..(11)

It is interesting to note from these equations that if a yaw
rotation occurs (i.e. r ^ o and ^ ^ o) then if 0q fo p / o and hence

dt
rotation will occur about the missile roll axis.

3. SPECIFICATION OF MISSILE ATTITUDE IN TERMS OF GYRO ANGLES

The attitude of the missile relative to its initial attitude 
(defined earlier by the orthogonal set of axes oxyz) can be expressed in 
terms of the three angles \|/q, cpG and 6 q. In the following analysis the
unit vector relationship between the oxyz and the o xM y^ frames will be 
calculated,

Referring to Fig. 3 we can write:
(i) For rotation about z axis to form ox'y'z'

" x' * cos \|rG sin G o
y' = -sin i|/ G COS G 0

0 o 1_

x
y
z

..(12)
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(ii) For rotation cpG about x' to form ox"y"z".

loo
cos cpQ sin cpG
-sin cpG cos cpG

x
— tly o

o
r (13)

’iii) For rotation of 0r about y" to form oxMyMzM

XM
yn =
ZM

G
cos 0 

o
sin 0

G 0
1 
o

-sin 0 ( 
o

cos 0 ,
y (14)

Hence
XM cos 0 G 0 -sin @G T 0 0 cos ^G sin \|r 0 X

= 0 1 0 0 cos sincpG -sin ^ G cos x|/G 0 y
_ZM_ sin 8 nG 0 cos 6G 0 sincp c°ScpG 0 0 1 z

M

M

cos 0 n cos \j/G G
- sin 0. sin m sin ^G G G

-cos cp~ sin i|/G G

sin e n cos \|r G G
+ cos 0 sin cp sin \|/ G ' -G G

cos 0 sin *G G
+ sin 0 sin cp„ cos \|in G G G

cos cpG cos \|/

sin 0 sin \|f n G G
- cos 0 sin cpn cosG G G

For roll stabilization cpG = o and equation (lp) simplifies to:

-sin0 G cos^G

sin <Pr

cos 0 cos cp G G

.(15)

X,,M
=

1

SN
l r

cos @G cos t|/G cos 0G sin i|/G
■ sin \|z G cos \|/ G

sin @G cos i|rG sin 0 sin W G G

sin 0 X
0 y

cos 0 _ zG
RELATION OF FLIGHT PATH ATTITUDE TO MISSILE ATTITUDE

• (l6)

The direction of the relative air may be related to the missile 
axes (ox^y^Zjyj) in terms of two angles, a and j3, as illustrated in Fig, 4. 
For the case of no wind, as will be assumed in this paper, the resultant 
velocity of the missile relative to the ground, Vrp will be minus the 
relative air velocity (the apparent air velocity as seen from the missile) 
and will be directed along ox^ as shown in Fig. 4. The set of axes 
ox^y^z^ may be obtained from the missile axes ox^y^zM by two successive 
rotations, a about yM followed by p about the zw (or new zM) axis.
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OC , normally referred to as the angle of attack of the missile, 

is the inclination of the longitudinal centre-line (ox^ axis) of the 
missile with respect to the projection of the relative air velocity vector 
(vr directed along ox^) onto the missile "vertical" plane of symmetry 
(oxMzM plane).

(3, normally referred to as the sideslip angle of the missile, is 
the inclination of the relative air velocity vector to the missile
"vertical" plane of symmetry (ox^^ plane).

From Fig. 4 we may write:

y
yw
zw

cos
-sin
o

sin (3 
cos p 

o

o
0
1

cosa
o
sina

0
1 
o

-sina
o
cosa

M

ZM

xw cosa cosp sin p -sina cos p XM
yw = cosa sinp cos p sina sinp y
zw sina 0 cosa ZM

Since a and p are usually quite small the following approxi

.(17)

mations may be made:

cos p ~ 1 
sin p p 
cos a ~ 1 
sin a ss a 

sin a sin p ~ o

Using the above approximations equation (17) simplifies to

1 p - a
-pi o
a o 1

1 
5= 

IX
1_

—
zw

M
My.
M

(18)

5. SPECIFICATION OF MISSILE LAUNCH ATTITUDE
It is convenient to relate the missile launch attitude to a set 

of earth axes oxp y^ Zp for which z^ is vertical. Assume that the launcher 
vehicle is resting on a slope of cp0 as depicted, in Fig. 5.

The case in which the launcher arm is set at 0° to the vehicle as 

regards yaw will be considered. The effect of the initial roll cp Q will be 
greatest under these conditions.
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The launch attitude may be obtained from the set of earth axes 
oxjp y-p Zp by two rotations; a rotation of cp Q about Xp followed by a 
rotation 0„ about y in that order. Writing down the direction cosine 
matrices we obtain:

X cos o -sin 0q loo Xp
y = o1—

1

o o coscpQ sincpQ yp
z sin 0^ o cos 0q o-sincp0 coscp Jf

X COS 0 Q sin 0„ sin cpQ -sin 6n cos Vo
y = 0 cos cp sin vo
"z sin 0_

H
-cos 0^ sin cpQ cos 0n cos V.0

6. RELATION OF FLIGHT PATH ATTITUDE TO EARTH FRAME

It is convenient to specify the flight path attitude in terms 
of two angles, namely, x|/rp, the angle through which the tangent to the 
projection of the flight path on a horizontal plane rotates from its 
initial position (parallel to Xp) to the point in question and 6T, the 
inclination of the trajectory to the horizontal at the point in question

If two successive rotations, \|z^, about the z^ axis, and 0^ 
about the new yp axis are carried out in that order then the x^ axis 
will be obtained in the final set. These rotations are depicted in 
Fig. 6.

It is readily seen that

W

W

COS cos 6^,

where 
tar VT = h.

£1

sin \jfT cos eT

L<:

-sin 0r x„
yF

xT
yT

LF.
say

i20)

:2D

.22

sin 6, 3 (23)

Using equations (l9),(l8) and (16) the direction cosines ip,i^ 
and i-z may be obtained in terms of cpQ, 0^, i|/q, 0^, a and (3.
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V '1 P -a COS 0 q cos 4g cos0 q sinx|r^ -sin 0q COS0Q sin0Q sincp0 -sin0Q coscpQ XF
yw = -p 1 0 -sinxjfQ COS\|f q 0 0 cos Vo sincpQ yF

1— N I a 0 l sin 0 cos *G sin©^ sin\|z^ COS 0 Q Sln0Q -cos0nH sincpYo cos0^. coscpQ Yo_ _ZF
-.(24)

And hence
= cosSq cos 0^ cos\j/r - sin0Q sin0^ -p cos 0^ simj/^ - a ^cos 0Q sin 0^ cos x]^ + sin ©Q cos

G VG Q 0, l Q Q

fp = sin 0q sin cos 6p cos^r + coscpo cos 6r sin\|/n + cos 0Q sincp^ sin Q(G G Q
+ p (coscp cosxjr - sin0 sincp sirn|r ) -a (sin 0 sincp sin 0 cos *+cos cp sin0 sin x[r 

O G G o G G O G G O G 'J
cos 6 sin

•.(25)

..(26)
cos 0 ) Gy

= -sin 0 coscp cos 0 cos \|z + sincp cos 0 sin* - cos 0 coscp^ sin0Icj, O G u OGG 14 o G

+ p (sin 0„ coscp sinf + sincp cos*) + a (sin 0 cos cp sin0 cos * -sincp sin 0 sim|/ -cos flcoscp cos© ) G O G O G G. O G G O G G G O G

..(27)

H-P-
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7. METHOD OF FINDING SOLUTION TO THE ACTUAL TRAJECTORY

The position of the missile at any instant may be specified in 
terms of a set of Cartesian co-ordinates (x^, yF, z ) relating to the 
0XF^FZF se^ axes as defined in Sec. 6.

From equations (25) and (27) of Sec. 6 may be expressed
as a function of the parameters cpQ, 6^, \Jr^, 6^, a and p. For any
particular trajectory cp and 6 n will be constants and \|/ , Q , ao H G G
and p will be functions of time, Hence if all the above parameters are 
known 6 may be expressed as a function of time. Similarly, using 
equations (22), (25) and (26), x|z^ may be expressed as a function of the 
same parameters, and hence also as a function of time.

In Fig. 7 a generalised trajectory has been drawn and the 
projection of this trajectory on the oxFyF plane (a horizontal plane) is 
shown. An incremental displacement of the missile at some arbitrary 
point W on the trajectory is broken up into components in the directions of 
+' fa oXj,, oy-p and ozp axes. To relate these components the following need 
to be defined:

s is the distance measured along the trajectory.
I is the distance measured along the projection of the trajectory 

on the horizontal plane.
0rp is the instantaneous inclination of the trajectory with

respect to the horizontal (Refer to Sec. 6).
Vm is the instantaneous angle between the projection of the

dyptrajectory on the horizontal plane and the ox„ axis (tan \|/ T dxp For
equivalent definition of i|/ t refer to ec. 6,

Viji (magnitude vT) is the resultant velocity of the missile and 
is directed along the tangent to the trajectory.

From Fig. 7 it can readily be seen that the following relation
ships apply:

d/ = ds cos Q iji

tS
J II -ds sin 0 rp

dxF = di cos V iji

dyF = dl sin \|nj«
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Dividing the above equations by dt and using the relationship 
vij = ^ we obtain:

dxF
dt = ds

dt cos cos VT

= Viji cos 0 ij COS \|z ,ji ..(28)

dyF ds cos 6t sin i|fTdt dt
= Viji cos eT sin ..(29)

dzF ds sindt dt
= — Viji sin 0 ji ..(30)

Integrating equations (28), (29) and (30) with respect to time 
the co-ordinates of any point on the trajectory may be expressed as a 
function of time. Time t is the time elapsed since the moment of launch.

xF COS 6IJI COS )|/ rp dt ..(31)

yF cos eT sin ijrT dt ..(32)

zF = - J vT sin eT dt . - (33)

In the following section no attempt will be made to determine 
the co-ordinates of points on the trajectory. Computations will be con
fined to the determination of the trajectory slope 6„, as a function of 
time for a particular case.

8.- DETERMINATION OF TRAJECTORY SLOPE ERRORS ARISING IN A SIMPLIFIED 
DETERMINATION OF MALKARA TRAJECTORY

8.1 Outline of Method Used in the Error Calculations

Steps 1 to 5 detailed below indicate the method used for the 
computation of trajectory slope errors arising in a simplified deter
mination of a particular Malhara trajectory (path of the missile after 
launch).
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Step 1, The locations of the launcher (L), the aimer (A) and the slope 
angle ( /p of Fig. 8) of a line joining the aimer and the target (T) 
positions will be specified. It will be assumed that, prior to reaching 
the target, the missile is brought into a straight path along the AT line 
for the "desired" trajectory (defined in Step 2).

Step 2. A trajectory will be specified in conjunction with the L, A 
and T positions. If this trajectory is followed exactly, the missile will 
eventually line up exactly on the AT line without any correction being 
applied by the aimer. This trajectory, so defined, will be referred to as 
the "desired trajectory". The specification for the desired trajectory 
will be based on known performance characteristics of the Malkara but, in 
practice, it may not be possible to programme the Malkara to follow such 
a flight path.

The desired trajectory may be further defined in terms of the 
"desired path of the missile in pitch" and the "desired path of the 
missile in yaw," The desired path of the missile pitch is a plot of 
the vertical height of the missile (in direction ozp of Fig. 7) as a 
function of distance (p of Fig. 7) along the projection of the desired 
trajectory on the ox^y^ plane. The desired path of the missile in yaw is 
a plot of the projection of the desired trajectory on the ox^y-p plane 
(corresponds to curve oT' of Fig. 7 drawn in the ox^y-j, plane).

Step 3- The slope angle of the desired trajectory (with reference to 
the initial launch attitude), defined as 9-^, will be determined as a 
function of time with the aid of some Malkara performance data. Although 
Qp is defined in the same manner as 6^ (except that 0ij is measured with 
respect to the horizontal plane whereas 0^ is measured with respect to 
the initial launch attitude, similar to 9q), it has been re-defined here 
to distinguish between the slope angle of the "desired" and the "true" 
trajectory (defined in Step 4). Similarly \|/^, which bears the same 
similarity to \|/ ^ as 6 ^ does to 6ip, will be determined as a function of 
time.

Step 4. The slope angle 0^ of the "true" trajectory will be de
termined as a function of time. The "true" trajectory is defined as the 
trajectory predicted by the analyses of the previous sections if the pitch 
control signal receives a demand angle equal to 6-q (or 6 ^ + a when the 
missile angle of attack is taken account of) and if it assumed that the
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rate of yaw rotation r is equal to Note that there is no closed loopdt
control of the yaw rotation. The "true" trajectory will also be subject to 
error because of simplifying assumptions but will be sufficiently accurate 
to enable approximate computation of departures of trajectory slope from 
those given for the desired trajectory. A "simplified" computation predicts 
that the true slope will be the same as the desired slope.

(Inverted commas, as used in association with the word "true" in 
"true trajectory," will be retained in the text because of the ficticious 
nature of the word as used there).

Step 5* The "true" trajectory slope angle 0m obtained as outlined in 
Step 4 will be compared with 0q + 0^. The difference will be a measure 
of the slope angle errors which arise in the simplified analysis.

8.2 Desired Path of the Missile in Pitch

At the time when this determination was made the desired path of 
the missile in pitch included as an invariant, the maximum height of the 
missile trajectory above the AT line (actually 6l foot perpendicular to the 
AT line approximately). Before firing of the missile the launch angle was 
adjusted so that the maximum height of the missile above the AT line would 
be as specified above. The specification of an invariant enables a single 
valued solution for the desired slope angle to be obtained (essential for 
programming the pitch control signal fed to the missile).

It appeared that under certain conditions the use of the in
variant defined above could result in insufficient terrain clearance. A 
proposal was therefore put forward in which the missile elevation at launch 
( of Fig. 8) was made invariant and of a value such as to provide 
sufficient terrain clearance in all likely cases. A special case of this 
latter proposal forms the basis for the desired path of the missile in pitch 
to be used in the error calculation. In Fig. 8 the desired path of the 
missile in pitch has been drawn.

The following parameters marked in Fig. 8 are defined:
7 is the angle of launch of the missile (equivalent to 0. inI y,

Sec. 5)•
7 is the inclination of a line through the aimer and target

positions.
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h is the vertical height of the aimer above the launcher.

hQ is the maximum perpendicular distance between the desired 
trajectory and a line drawn through the aimer and target positions.

a is the horizontal separation between the aimer and the target.

b is the length of the initial linear portion of the trajectory.

The path of the missile in pitch can be broadly divided into 
four sections (Refer to Fig. 8).

(i) An initial linear portion (contains boost phase).
(ii) A circular portion of radius r-^.

(iii) A circular portion of radius corresponding to the pull-out.
(iv) A straight portion directed along the aimer-target line.

The limits below apply for h, a and 7

-50 ft. < h < 50 ft.
3 yd. < a < 200 yd.a <

< 7F < 10°.

For the specific case under computation assume
,0

1l 
7 F

20
.0

-10" 

h = 50 ft.
a = 300 ft.
b = 300 ft.
r^ = 1950 ft. (which corresponds to

the highest rate of turn in the pitch plane for the Malkara at standard 
air density)

rp = 6000 ft.

The expression below for hQ has been derived in the Appendix 
with the aid of Fig. 9-

in 7F - h cos 7F + b sin ( y y- yF) + r± jT-cos^ - 7FT|

Substitution of the values shown above in Equation 3b gives 
310 foot.

From the desired path of the missile in pitch drawn in Fig.8 
we may write:

h0 = a s

h

(3b)
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hQ = ri + r2 ~ (ri + r2^ cos 7 

= (rx + r2) (1 - cos t) )
hnCOS T] = 1 - --- ---- ..(35)

r1 + r2
Hence in this case

n = 16.05° ~ 16°

The missile boost takes place during the initial linear portion 
of the flight path. A typical boost consists of an acceleration of 20g 
(assumed constant) for 0.67 second. Under these conditions the missile 
would acquire a speed of 430 ft./ sec. and would have moved a distance of
144 ft. at the end of the boost. It is assumed that the speed acquired at
the end of boost remains constant throughout the remainder of the missile 
flight.

From the previous paragraph it can be seen that 156 ft. of linear 
motion of the missile follows after the end of the boost till point B 
(Fig. 8) is reached. Hence the time taken for this portion will be 
0.36 sec..

Rotation at constant angular velocity will occur between points 
B and P of Fig. 8. For r. = 65O yd. = 1950 ft. and assuming speed remains 
constant at 430 ft./sec., the angular velocity will be 12.6°/ sec.,
Similarly between points P and Q (r2 = 6000 ft.) the angular velocity will
be 4.1°/sec. . Hence the time to go from B to P will be 3-65 sec. (total
angle 7, - y + t) is 46°) and from P to Q will be 3*90 sec. ( t) = 16°).

Using the results calculated above 0p, defined as the instan
taneous inclination (measured, in the vertical plane) of the desired 
trajectory with respect to the initial launch attitude, may be readily 
plotted as a function of time as shown in Fig. 10.

8.3 Desired Path of the Missile in Yaw

The desired path of the missile in yaw consists of a straight 
portion followed by a circular portion to bring the missile onto the AT 
line (Refer to Fig. 11). The missile is assumed to yaw at its maximum 
rate of turn during the circular portion. For horizontal flight at 
st ndard air density this rate is 11, °/sec.. The rate of turn (in this 
special case) in the horizontal plane is assumed, for simplicity, to be
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11.6°/sec.. Hence the rate of turn used here may be somewhat unrealistic. 
However a "desired" trajectory suitable for error computations is still 
defined.

If it is assumed for this special case that the missile ceases 
to rotate in yaw 4.69 sec. after launch then 5 (as indicated in Fig. 11)
= 42.5°. Note that the time elapsed till the missile reaches point P in 
the pitch trajectory of Fig. 8 (i.e. 4.69 sec.) does not have to be the 
same as the time elapsed till the missile ceases to rotate in yaw, but is 
merely made equal here for convenience.

Define as the yaw angle of Fig. 11 measured relative to the 
initial launch attitude. ^ is plotted as a function of time in Fig. 12.

8.4 Slope Angle of "True" Trajectory

According to equations (23) and (27) the angles cp0, 6q, a,
(3, @q and are required for the calculation of the slope angle of
the "true" trajectory (For definition of "true" trajectory refer to Step 4 
of Sec. 8.1).

8.4.1 Specification of 0q and cpQ

The launch attitude is specified in terms of the ox^y^z^ frame 
and the angles 0Q (angle of launch of the missile) and (angle of
inclination of the launch vehicle). For this determination assume 

= o and put 0^ = 7i = 20° (Refer to Sec. 8.1).

8.4.2 Determination of a and (3
For a steady state turn in pitch it has been found from aero

dynamic considerations that the following relationship applies 
approximately for Malkara:

a = -0.574 q -0.0403 radian
(Note that the convention for positive a as defined in Sec, 4 is opposite 
to that which is used in many texts).

..(36)

a = -0.574 q - 2.3 degrees
where q is measured in degrees/sec. 

From equation (10) we have:

d0G
* = ~dt
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Assuming that 0^ is made equal to @D (Refer to Sec. 8.4.3) then, 

with the aid of Fig, 10 and equation (36), a may be tabulated as a function 
of time as shown below.

t sec. 0 - 1.03 1.03 - 4.69 4.69 - 8.59 8.59 -
q deg. /sec. 0 - 12.6 4.1 0
a deg. - 2.3 4.9 - 4.6 - 2.3

rad. - o.o4o 0.086 - 0.080 - o,o4o

Equation (36) is strictly valid only for steady state conditions 
and hence the values of a shown in the above table are liable to be in 
considerable error in the regions of abrupt change of q (i.e. higher 
order derivatives exist at these times).

For a steady state turn in yaw it has been found from aerodynamic 
considerations that the following relationship applies approximately for 
Malkara.

P = 0.574 r ..(37)
di|fj-jAssuming r = (Refer to Sec. 8.4.4) and neglecting first and 

higher order derivatives of r, p may be tabulated as a function of time 
with the aid of Fig. 12 and equation (37) •

t sec. 0 - 1.03 1.03 - 4.69 4.69 -

r deg./sec. 0 11.6 0

P deg. 0 6.5 0
rad. 0 0.116 0

8.4.3 Determination of 0q

For an ideal pitch control system (employing a high gain error 
sensing amplifier) the angle 0 ^ as indicated on the gyro pitch gimbal is 
equal to the demand angle fed to the system. Assuming ideal operation of 
the control system and assuming the demand angle fed to the system is made 
equal to 0^, then 0q = 0p*

(if the missile angle of attack a were taken into account in the 
pitch control then we would put 0 ^ = 0^, - CH ).

Values of 0q as a function of time may be read from Fig. 10.
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8.4.4 Determination of

For this determination assume that the rate of rotation about
d I'dthe missile yaw axis is made equal to ———

* D
i.e. r = ——dt

It is to be understood that, without the aid of closed loop 
control of the missile yaw angle, it would be difficult to arrange for the 
missile yaw rotation to be equal to x|/ ^ (an arbitrarily chosen angle which 
is a function of time as indicated in Fig. 12). However, even though the
missile yaw rotation for r = d^D

dt may be an impractical one, it may still
be used for calculating the order of the trajectory slope angle errors 
(defined in Step 5 of Sec. 8.1).to be expected in similar practical cases.

d^D
Putting r = dt and with the aid of Fig. 12 we may write

11.6 j^H (t - 1.03) - H (t - 4.69)
deg./ sec. . . (38)

where H (t - k) is the Heaviside Unit Step Function. It has the value o 
for t < k and the value 1 for t > k.

Recalling equation (ll)

r = %
dt cos e,

we may write

G r sec 0^ dt ••(39)
d*G .

This integration is allowable since is fixed in direction 
in space [J&long the gyro rotor spin axis^] and r has been made an in
dependent function.

For the range o < t <1.03 sec ■ x|/ G = 0

For the range 1.03 sec. < t < 4.69 sec.
•t

deg.* G
and 0

= 11.6 / sec q dtJl.03 G
= -12.6 (t - 1.03) deg.

Hence x|zr (deg.) = 11.6 f sec [1,2.6 (t - 1.0311
J1.03 U dt
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. , uo6 r s , 71 r „ z *1*G (rad) - 12.6 ln sec 12.6 (t - 1.03) + tan 12.6 (t - 1.03)

—

i|/q (deg) = 52.8 In fJ sec 12.6 (t - I.03) + tan 12.6 (t - 1.03)
1

l _ _ _J ;
For t > 4.69 r = o and \Jtq remains constant at its value at

4.69 sec.
Using equation (40) \J1^ may be plotted as a function of time as 

shown in Fig. 13.

8.4.5 Determination of 0 iji

Substituting cpQ = 0 in equation (27) and using equation (23)
we obtain:

sin = sin cos 0^ cos f ^

+cos Dq sin 6 ^

- p sin 6^ sin \|z ^

+ a (cos cos 9 q - sin 0^ sing^ cosij^) . . (4l)

where 0^ is the slope angle of the "true" trajectory.

All variables on the R.H.S. of equation (4l) are known as 
functions of time and hence 0^ may be calculated as a function of time.

8.5 Trajectory Slope Errors

In the simplified determination it is assumed that the actual
trajectory slope angle is given by 0^. Define the trajectory slope angle
error as the difference between the "true" trajectory slope angle and the
desired trajectory slope angle 0^ + 9„ (referred to the oxTy_ plane).JJ r r

6-g - ~ ^ 0q + **(42)

If we make 9 = 9 thenu JJ
^ @Q + 6G')

Equation (4l) may be re-arranged to enable 0^ to be expressed
explicitly. The third term on the R.H.S. of equation (4l) contains (3 as
a coefficient and hence will be zero when the missile ceases to rotate in
yaw (i.e. when ^G J for zero wind conditions. Hence this term does 

"dt ° '
not contribute here to the final steady state slope error.
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For p = 0 we may write using equation (4l): 

cos 0O (sir# + a cos 0 ) + sin0 cos w (cos 0 -a sin0 )
H U" U- Ur Ur G

cos 0 sin ( 0+a ) + sine cos x|z cos ( 0 + a )
H G CJ Cr G

since a is small

sin ( 0. + en + a ) - (l - cos \|z ) sin e„ cos ( 6 + a)
kj, Ur Ur Ur

sin ( 0Q + 0Q + a - e ) .. (4j5)

(l - cos \|rn) sin 6 cos ( 0 + a )arsin __________ _________ li_________________ (44)
cos (0 + eQ + a )

and € is assumed to be small.

Hence 0^ = ®q + + a ~ e

and e„ = a - £ (Putting 0 = 0 in equation (42))E Ci D
for (3 = 0

It is to be noted that g is a function of a, but a only 
slightly modifies the final steady state value of e •

It is of interest to note the trajectory slope errors for two 
special cases„

(l) 0 n = 0 (Launch attitude horizontal for which gyroscope rotorH
spin axis is vertical).

In this case e = 0 (See equation (44))
and 0 _ = a E

Errors in trajectory slope are therefore due entirely to the 
neglect of a in the programme fed to the pitch control system.

If a is taken into account in the programme fed to the pitch 
control system such that 0^ = 0^ - a , then 0^ = 0 and no slope
errors are predicted.

It is to be emphasised that yaw rotation, , does not give
Ur

rise to any errors for this special case of the rotor spin axis 
vertical,

sin 0T =

sin 0T =

where g =
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(2) = 0 (No turning in yaw)

From equation (44) e = 0 and hence 9 = a . Once again the
-Cj

trajectory slope errors are due to the neglect of a in the programme fed 
to the pitch control system. If a is taken into account in the programme 
fed to the pitch control system then no slope errors are predicted.

For the more general case under analysis e is the slope error 
which arises because the gyroscope rotor spin axis is not vertical. In 
such an instance a yaw rotation will be accompanied by a gyro-forced, roll 
rotation and a corresponding reduction in pitch. This may readily be 
understood by considering the extreme case of \|z^ = 90° and 9q = 0 as 
illustrated in Fig. 14. In the launch position the gyroscope rotor spin 
axis coincides with the z^ axis. After a rotation of 90° about the axis 
( i|z = 90°) the gyroscope rotor spin axis must still remain fixed in 
direction relative to the earth and hence the missile will roll by an 
angle + 0n. At the same time the body pitch will be reduced from + Q to
zero (missile now flying horizontal) although the gyro pitch angle will not 
have altered. Any command in pitch given to bring the missile from the 
launch elevation to the horizontal will therefore, in this case, cause it 
to dive at the magnitude of the launch elevation.

Using equation (4l) 0 has been plotted as a function of time
in Fig. 15 for the special case of 9r, = 20°.

0 as given by equation (42) (angle of attack of missile not
ill

taken into account in the programme fed to the pitch control system) has 
been plotted in Fig. 16. This graph reveals abrupt discontinuities 
corresponding to the points B, P and Q of Fig, 8. These discontinuities 
would not occur in the practical situation and have been introduced 
because each phase of the trajectory has been assumed to be a steady state 
one, In practice gradual instead of abrupt changes would occur.

The graph of Fig. 16 shows that substantial errors arise in the 
"simplified" determination of the Malkara trajectory when a simultaneous 
yaw manoeuvre is performed. The error term containing the sideslip 
angle (3 is zero except when actual rotation in yaw takes place. The re
maining error is a, - e . Error angle a arises due to neglect of the 
missile angle of attack in the programme fed to the pitch control system. 
Error angle e arises because yaw rotation takes place when the gyroscope 
rotor spin axis is not vertical,
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It is clear from Fig, 16 that the slope errors are such as to 
tend to steer the missile under the target (and hence into the ground) 
if no manual corrective action is applied. For the particular case 
analysed the simplified solution for the trajectory slope gives a final 
slope angle about 8° above that given by the more precise analysis of 
this paper.

Hence the final slope error angle

From 8.4.2 the final v .lue of a is -2.5° and hence the final 
value of e is +5,7°.

If the missile angle of attack had. been taken into account in 
the programme fed to the pitch control system such that 9 ^ = 6^ - a 
then the final slope error would be changed from - 8° to - 5*7°-

9. CONCLUSION

It has been shown that substantial errors can occur in the 
estimation of trajectory slope if the method of solution neglects the 
angle of attack of the missile and the effect of a simultaneous yaw 
rotation when the gyroscope rotor spin axis is not vertical (which will 
occur if the missile launch attitude is not horizontal), Moreover the 
indications of the determination are that a programme based on a 
"simplified" (Refer to "Definition of Terms") solution to the trajectory 
would tend to cause the missile to undershoot the target and possibly 
hit the ground prematurely, if the controller did. not make manual 
correction.
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APPENDIX

Expression for hQ
hQ, the maximum perpendicular distance between the desired path 

of the missile in pitch and a line drawn through the aimer and the target 
positions, may be readily derived from the geometric projections drawn in
Fig. 9-

hQ = FH (where "FH" represents the distance between points 
F and H marked in Fig. 8).

IIoA FG + GH
= (FJ - GJ) + (EC - DC)

FJ = rl

GJ = rp cos ( 7p - 7p)

EC = BC cos 7 jp
= (b sin 7F - h) cos 7 F

DC = AC sin 7 F
= (b cos 7 - a) sin 7 f

ho = a sin7F - h cos7F + b (sin

+ !•-]_- r-L cos ( 7-l - 7f,) 

hQ = a sin7F - h cos7F + b sin (7-l -7f) +

cos7j sin7F)
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